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OzGREEN Background
OzGREEN educates people around the world, enabling them to take action to improve 
their environment. For over 20 years OzGREEN has engaged, equipped and enabled 
people to become leaders of positive social change. OzGREEN is an independent not-for-
profit that operates nationally in Australia and overseas in India, Latin America and East 
Timor. OzGREEN’s unique approach incorporates citizen science, sustainability education, 
participatory leadership and community development, enabling people to innovate 
sustainability solutions themselves. 

OzGREEN has involved hundreds of thousands of people who go on to take leadership roles 
in their schools, communities and workplaces. 

• The Eureka Prize

• Banksia Awards

• UN Media Peace Awards and Best Practice Case Study for the Australian 
Association for Environmental Education (NSW). 

OzGREEN has won numerous awards, including: 

• in 2015 OzGREEN won a place in the prestigious Buckminster Fuller 
Catalyst program.
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Chair Report

Being involved with the work of OzGREEN as Chair 
is very exciting, but also a daunting responsibility. It 
is not a role I thought I would ever do and one that I 
felt very privileged to be asked (encouraged) to take 
on last December. Over 20 years ago, I was inspired 
by the community based change work that OzGreen is 
founded on. It is inspiring to see it continue since that 
time and touch so many individuals and communities 
over the years. To play a role in keeping this going is 
a responsibility that the members of the Board have 
accepted and are currently taking on.

The Board has spent much of 2015 devoted to reviewing 
and recharging the strategy of OzGreen programs and 
processes, including looking at our funding model, 
staffing structures, marketing and positioning. A key 
focus for the Board is making sure the ideals, values 
and work of Sue and Col Lennox, as embodied through 
the YLTW program and community based sustainability 

projects OzGreen have led and sponsored, can continue on for five, ten and another twenty years 
(and beyond). By doing this, we will be contributing to the creation of sustainable environments 
and communities for our future generations.

Thinking about the OzGreen future, I personally want to see the role of the OzGreen Board 
evolve to one where meetings become less about how we can service our short term liabilities 
and more about deciding which of the fantastic projects being led by the next generation of  
Youth Leading the World change agents we will fund and/or help create. This is the challenge 
for OzGreen and why as a Board we have been looking at ways to bring long term financial 
sustainability to our programs whilst retaining the ethical basis on which OzGreen is founded. 
The Board have committed to leading a new fundraising strategy and website strategy to broaden 
the OzGreen funding base and to help show off and sustain the great work progressed under 
the OzGreen banner.

I am looking forward to seeing the future of OzGreen take shape over the coming months and 
year, a time in which we hope will set OzGreen up for a long term viable and sustainable future.

Andrew Graham - OzGREEN Chairman
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CEO’s Report
Sue Lennox OzGREEN Co-Founder and CEO 

We run a leadership activity in YLTW where we get young 
people to solve a problem. We investigate two ways of going 
about it. We begin by experiencing a top-down leadership 
and change model. A group of volunteers act as experts and 
everyone else follows their instructions to untangle a human 
knot. It takes about 10 minutes. We then get the group to 
make another human knot and this time give them one 
instruction: “Do everything you can to untangle this knot”. 
It takes about 10 seconds! Everyone works together, doing 
their part. The kids are astounded and excited. They quickly 
get our core message – that it is up to us – and if we all work 
together and do everything we can in our own sphere of 
influence, change can happen very quickly.

This is the essence of OzGREEN. We are spinning an 
interconnected web of change-makers, working locally and globally for ecological sustainability and social 
justice. Our focus is on supporting emerging leaders. The key qualities of this style of leadership are that it is 
inclusive, participatory, self organising, locally appropriate and globally connected. 

Collaboration is key. As is recognition of the achievements of these change-makers. It is fuel to keep going. 
This year has been a big year for both. It builds confidence in the new business model we have adopted for 
Youth Leading the World (YLTW), where our focus is on training and supporting local change-makers to run the 
initiative in their own region, adapting to suit local needs. Our new approach has enabled us to deliver a ten-
fold increase in reach and a tenfold reduction in costs, whilst maintaining the program impact and outcomes 
of YLTW. We are delighted to have this recognised by the prestigious Buckminster-Fuller Challenge in 2015. 

Recognition

We are really excited to see so many of our partners and facilitators gaining recognition for their achievements. 
Highlights include:

• OzGREEN winning a place in the Buckminster-Fuller Catalyst Program 2015
• Jaden Harris winning ACT/NSW Young Achiever of the Year 2015
• Seda Hamoud winning Green Globe Young Sustainability Leader 2015
• SERES winning UNESCO Award 2015, Guatemala Energy Globe Award 2014
• OzGREEN Finalist 2014 Green Globe Award
• Swan Hill Rural City Council winning Victorian LGPro Award for Excellence in Sustainability Initiative 2014 
• Erin Raggatt Victorian Young Achiever of the Year 2014

Jaden Harris and Seda Hamoud are our Keynote Speakers at the 2015 AGM.
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Collaboration

As I write the Bellingen Community has just celebrated the launch of the Bellingen Shire Learning Alliance and 
the Bellingen Sustainability Centre – “The Stables”. The Bellingen Shire Learning Alliance is a Shire wide alliance 
working collectively and independently to create a culture of lifelong learning for sustainability and ecological 
balance. OzGREEN HQ is now housed at the Stables.

BSLA seeks: 
 
• To create a strong platform for the gathering and sharing of resources and skills.
• To develop into a recognised leader in education and action for sustainability.
• To foster the emergence and growth of a green economy
• To encourage and build an emotional home for change-makers.
• The work to grow BSLA began 4 years ago. 

CEO’s Report

The Official Opening of the Bellingen Sustainbaility Centre with Special guest Costa 
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Buckminster Fuller Challenge Catalyst Program

This year OzGREEN has won a place in the prestigious 
Buckminster Fuller Challenge Catalyst program for YOUth 
LEADing the World. OzGREEN has been acknowledged by the 

Buckminster Fuller Institute as amongst the top 10% of change-makers globally.

“The Challenge Review Committee agreed that your proposal stood out as making an important contribution to 
the growing field of whole systems design, and BFI is therefore thrilled to invite you into our Catalyst Program. 
An offer of inclusion in this program is extended to only the top 10% of Challenge applicants. In a pool of 
hundreds of entries from 136 countries, this is a significant achievement. Congratulations!”

“OzGREEN is making an important contribution to the growing field of whole system design. Thank you for 
sharing your work with us, and your inspiring commitment to answering Buckminster Fuller’s Challenge to: 
make the world work for 100% of humanity in the shortest possible time without ecological offense or the 
disadvantage of anyone”.

Launched in 2007, the Fuller Challenge has defined an emerging field of practice: the whole systems approach 
to understanding and intervening in complex and interrelated crises for wide-scale social and environmental 
impact. The entry criteria have established a new framework through which to identify and measure effective, 
enduring solutions to global sustainability’s most entrenched challenges. The rigorous selection process has set 
a unique standard, gaining renown as “Socially-Responsible Design’s Highest Award.”

The Fuller Challenge attracts bold, visionary, tangible initiatives focused on a well-defined need of critical 
importance. Winning solutions are regionally specific yet globally applicable and present a truly comprehensive, 
anticipatory, integrated approach to solving the world’s complex problems.

Thank you

I would like to extend a special thanks to OzGREEN staff, volunteers, YLTW Facilitators, OzGREEN Board and 
OzGREEN Fund for the Rivers Board. You have enabled OzGREEN to shoot some big goals this year and helped 
to steady the course as we negotiate the exciting waters of seeking to change the course of history. Thank you 
all for your commitment, wisdom, patience and thoughtful advice.

Thanks also to Sharyn Wilson and Mark Caddy who stepped down from the OzGREEN Board this year. 

I would especially like to recognise and thank:
• Gabriel Anderson’s achievements as Manager of the in the Hunter Valley GER and the Stepping Stones 

Projects. After over 10 years with OzGREEN, Gabe has returned to the NSW Northern Rivers in a new role. 
We would like to welcome Jaci Tebb as the new GER Hunter Facilitator.

• Corrina Grace and the Seres team in Central America for the outstanding contribution they are making to 
youth and the environment. YLTW was a seed for creating a new movement and organisation. 

• MYRiveR Bremer Partners including Ipswich youth, Bundamba State Secondary College, Rosewood State High 
School, St Edmund’s College, Ipswich City Council, Bremer River Fund and International River Foundation 
and the culmination of this great project when youth presented at the International RiverSymposium in 
Canberra.

CEO’s Report
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• Prof Vishwambhar Nath Mishra and the Sankat Mochan Foundation team in Varanasi, India as they stepped 
up to carry on the Clean Ganges Campaign legacy of the late Prof Veer Bhadra Mishra. The SMF team has 
tirelessly lobbied for the adoption of appropriate solutions for cleaning River Ganges.

• Judy Charnaud, Luis Armando and the Green Timor Leste team for the continued success of the OzGREEN 
program in Timor Leste.

• Wendy Goldstein and the re-Generation Project team at Macquarie University.

Thanks to OzGREEN partners and supporters

Sankat Mochan Foundation (Varanasi, India)
Green Timor L’Este (Oecusse, East Timor)
Seres, (Guatemala and El Salvador)
Great Eastern Ranges Initiative (GER) Partners Greening Australia, Nature Conservation Trust, National Parks 
Association, NSW Office for Environment and Heritage
GER Hunter Valley partners Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment, Conservation Volunteers Australia, 
Muswellbrook Shire Council, WetlandCare Australia, John Holland, Taronga Conservation Society, Landcare 
UpHunter, Hunter Local Land Services.
NSW Environmental Trust support for GER Hunter Valley.
Australian Government support for the GER Stepping Stones project in the Hunter Valley. 
The Penn Foundation support for our East Timor program since 2007. 
John Skipper Kelly Trust – supporting Youth Leading the World since 2010.
King & Wood Mallesons – providing pro-bono legal support since 2004.
Australian Charities Fund – corporate staff giving programs (including Sydney Opera House, Caltex and Foxtel).
Macquarie University and NSW Environment Trust partners for the re-Generation Project - inspiring youth to 
care for nature.
YLTW Program

CEO’s Report
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Youth Leading the World
YLTW brings youth together to tackle wicked challenges & create positive change. 

OzGREEN envisions a world where young people strive to care for themselves, their communities 
and the environment. We know from experience that when equipped with the right tools, young 
people can develop the skill and ingenuity to solve the biggest challenges the world faces for a 
sustainable future. Over 25 years we’ve delivered award winning and recognised best practise 
sustainability and leadership initiatives that empower and inspire youth to become active citizens 
and global change makers.

Global Youth Wellbeing Index 2014

• Half the world’s population is under the age of 25.
• 1.8 billion young people aged 10-24years – largest youth generation in human history. 
• 85% of the world’s youth live in countries at or near the bottom of the wellbeing 

index.
• Australia comes out No1 – we have a BIG contribution to make!
• Now is the time to invest in strategic policies and programs that engage and equip 

youth to be productive and reach their aspirations. 

YLTW Program

YLTW begins with an annual 3-day youth eco-leadership congress conducted in multiple locations 
connected by digital media, where youth design their own projects:

INFORM: local and global sustainability challenges and one planet living;
INNOVATE: action planning for personal and community change; 
INVOLVE: connecting change-makers locally and globally. 

On day 3 youth run a community forum for local leaders. 

YLTW enables this youth generation to thrive and become transformative leaders actively creating 
vibrant peaceful communities. Over the past 6 years, together we have built the social systems to 
extend the reach of OzGREEN’s proven sustainability in action process, whilst minimising costs 
and carbon footprint. We have trained over 616 YLTW Facilitators, involved over 100 regions and 
inspired over 10,000 youth change-makers. Real time live online facilitator training has made the 
initiative accessible even to remote communities. By training and supporting local people, YLTW 
has become locally owned, driven and sustainable in the long term. Ultimately YLTW enables 
youth to become serial innovators and influencers, and is building a self-organising system of 
distributed leadership.
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Youth Leading the World

OzGREEN Facilitators at the Green Globe Awards

YLTW 2014-2015

• 48 Leadership Programs run
• 2048 young people involved
• 106 Facilitators trained

YLTW IMPACT

• 616 Facilitators Trained since 2009
• YLTW in over 100 regions across Australia and globally
• Over 10,000 youth change-makers equipped to become leaders, reduce their personal eco-

footprint and create hundreds of youth driven action projects (eg school eco-clubs, tree 
planting, community gardens, solar power, community events, sustainable transport, no 
waste, habitat protection and restoration).

• Participants tell us the most significant outcomes for them are:
• Increased understanding of climate change & sustainability (3/10 before to 8/10 after); 
• Increased personal confidence and leadership capacity (4/10 before to 9/10 after); 
• Increased connectivity with other change makers locally and globally (2/10 before to 

9/10 after);

In the past year OzGREEN and YLTW partners and facilitators have received significant recognition. 
Highlights include:

• OzGREEN winning a place in the Buckminster-Fuller Catalyst Program 2015
• Jaden Harris winning ACT/NSW Young Achiever of the Year 2015
• Seda Hamoud winning Green Globe Young Sustainability Leader 2015
• SERES winning UNESCO Award 2015, Guatemala Energy Globe Award 2014
• OzGREEN Finalist 2014 Green Globe Award
• Swan Hill Rural City Council winning Victorian LGPro Award for Excellence in Sustainability 

Initiative 2014 

YLTW is now poised for scale. We invite you to get involved!
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The re-Generation Project

The re-Generation Project is an action research project exploring how young people can inspire other young 
people to visit and care for our natural world. The goal is to build a movement of young people actively caring 
for nature.  The study investigates what ways are the most effective in reaching and

 
inspiring young people in NSW about nature, from social media, multimodal media and/or action oriented 
activities. The study is being conducted by Wendy Goldstein at Macquarie University and is supported by a 
NSW Environment Trust Research Grant. OzGREEN partnered with the Macquarie University team to research 
the impact of youth designed and driven projects from Youth Leading the World.

• Festival for Our Future – Bellingen
• Seda Hamoud – Liverpool Girls High School Environment Club
• Kate Field and Maddie Hayton – Sustaining a youth movement in Muswellbrook
• #gen-nature - Facebook campaign
• Meagan Story - song “Voice

Participants came together for a preliminary camp in November and participated in the IUCN World Parks 
Congress at Sydney Olympic Park. Sue Lennox presented a paper about Youth Leading the World at the Congress 
(see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYmQgmVurKY). Participants worked as co-researchers to plan and 
investigated ways of connecting people to nature. 

Youth Leading the World
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Bellingen - Festival for Our Future

Festival for our Future was an initiative from Youth Leading the World. Bellingen youth were concerned by 
lack of community understanding about the threats to the health of the Bellinger River. They sought to raise 
awareness about eco-footprint, threats to river health and actions to care for the river; encourage people to 
visit Northbank Community Garden and strengthen community. The event featured local youth bands playing, 
youth-led eco-workshops, garden tours and talks. The first event in August 2014 exceeded all expectations, 
attracting more that 400 people to participate. Our biggest delight was to see so many people stepping in and 
offering to help to make the day a success.

“Voice” - using music to engage youth for nature
 
Meagan Story is YLTW Facilitator Sydney Northern Beaches. She is using music to reach out and communicate 
with other young people about concerns for the future, encouraging other young people to use their voice to 
call for change. Meagan wrote the song at the age of 15. Meagan is delighted by the impact of her song and 
would ideally like to record an album.

“I feel as though I am expressing the opinions of a lot of people right around the world and I am saying what 
everyone is thinking”.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_d5qLA-QdI 

#Gen-Nature 

#Gen-Nature created an online social media community of youth to make information about nature more 
accessible. We chose this project because we felt youth had a lack of interest in nature and wanted to do 
something about that. We were motivated by our passion for the natural world. We felt empowered to do 
something and felt we could make a difference. We set up a Facebook page #Gen-nature with 151 members. 
We made an average of 4 posts each week to this page in the period August 2014- April 2015 (total 202 posts). 

Youth Leading the World
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An average 84 people are reached each week. On Twitter we had 268 followers & 1450 following and made 202 
tweets (including sky news).

Liverpool Girls High School Environment Club

Seda Hamoud’s research was focused on how to grow a movement – she has been instrumental in growing the 
school environment group which has become the school’s largest extra-curricular group with over 40 members. 
established vegetable and native bush tucker gardens in the school
• run a cross-school environmental congress in 2013 with 100 participants from the region
• spoken at the World Parks Congress in 2014 
• been a participant in Macquarie University’s ReGeneration project
• organised a youth congress in 2014 for over 600 students from over 30 primary and high schools.

Seda won the 2015 Green Globe Young Sustainability Champion http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/
greenglobes/2015/lead-young.htm 

Seda Hamoud - “Thanks Sue - I owe a lot of it to you!”

Muswellbrook – Sustaining Momentum of YLTW

Kate and Maddie from Muwellbrook focused on how to sustain momentum and transition leadership of YLTW. 
With Guidance from Kirsten MckImmie, YLTW has grown to involve over 200 young people in 2014. The 
challenge was to see the work they had begun sustained beyond their own involvement. They did this by directly 
advocating for new leaders to step up and be trained as YLTW Facilitators. They found that youth directly inviting 
other youth to step up was most effective. In 2015 a further 12 young people trained as YLTW Facilitators who 
went on to develop their own action projects and successfully involve a further 200 young people.

Youth Leading the Mallee 

More than 100 young people are now leading positive change in the Mallee region of Victoria after 
participating in OzGREEN’s Youth Leading the Mallee (YLTM) project in 2015. YLTM aims to build the 
capacity of young people in the region, to become informed citizens actively involved in strengthening 
the wellbeing, resilience and sustainability of their communities. The YLTM project has been made 
possible through funding from ANZ Trustees, Swan Hill Rural City Council and the Mount Alexander 
Shire Council. 

Young people from Swan Hill, Mansfield and Castlemaine participated in Youth Leading the World 
Congresses in their respective communities between March and July this year. Students from 10 primary 
and secondary schools identified local and global sustainability issues, measured their eco-footprints, 
visioned their future communities, brainstormed change ideas and developed action plans to take 
individual and community leadership on sustainability. 

YLTM school Winters Flat Primary won several categories in Sustainability Victoria’s 2015 ResourceSmart 
Education Awards, competing with more than 120 schools across the state.

Youth Leading the World
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OzGREEN would like to thank the project partners for their generous support, including Swan Hill Rural 
City Council, Up2Us Landcare Alliance, Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority and the 
10 primary and secondary schools in the region.

Youth Leading the World
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MyRiver 
MYRiveR is a whole river basin youth engagement and environmental leadership program. The 
program enables young people to become citizen scientists, test the health of the environment; 
identify key environmental threats and values; develop their own vision and implement their own 
action plans to sustain the health of their local waterways. 

To date OzGREEN has involved over 60 regional communities and 6,000 young people in MYRiveR 
in Murray-Darling basin, Hunter River basin, Cooks, Nepean & Georges River basins (Sydney), 
Onkaparinga River (Adelaide), Yarra River (Melbourne), Derwent River (Hobart) and also in India, 
Pakistan, Guatemala, El Salvador, Colombia, East Timor and Papua New Guinea

Guatemala

In October 2014 OzGREEN Founders Sue and Colin 
Lennox travelled to Gutaemala to conduct a MYRiveR 
skills training with community leaders from Guatemala 
and ElSalvador. The training was an initiative of Seres, 
supported by WWF. 

The project sought to build local capacity in 4 key 
ecoregions (Sierra Madre de Chiapas, the Central American 
Pine-Oak Forests, the Central American Montane Forests 
and the Central American Dry Forests) by training leaders 
about conservation issues and giving them the practical 
skills to implement projects that conserve biodiversity, 
raise awareness of socio-environmental issues and protect 
natural resources. 

MyRiver Bremer

In 2014 MYRiveR was also conducted across the whole Bremer River catchment in Queensland, 
involving 3 schools and 30 students, assessing 18 sites. Collating this local information enabled 
the students to develop a collective vision for the future of their catchment and 4 detailed action 
plans they will carry out to achieve their vision. Participants presented their findings, vision and 
action plans at a youth-led community forum, gathering community support for their plans. The 
highlight was a formal presentation of the outcomes at the International River Symposium in 
Canberra. OzGREEN worked in partnership with the Bremer River Fund, Ipswich City Council, the 
International River Foundation, Bundamba State Secondary College, Rosewood State High School 
and St Edmund’s College.
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GER Hunter Valley 
The Great Eastern Ranges Initiative (GER) is one of the largest conservation partnership projects in the world.

The GER is supporting biodiversity by protecting, managing and restoring the connectivity and habitat values of 
native vegetation across all land tenures in the Great Eastern Ranges Corridor. By maximizing the amount and 
quality of connected habitat available, the GER aims to maintain opportunities for species to persist and adapt 
to the effects of land use change, continued pressure from inappropriate disturbance and introduced species, 
and the potential worsening impacts of a changing climate. It is an adaptive response to mitigate the impacts of 
past changes, ongoing pressures and future threats to Australia’s most biodiverse ecosystems which support the 
majority of our threatened plants and animals.

The GER is divided into a number of areas, each the responsibility of a partner. OzGREEN is lead partner of the 
Hunter Valley Partnership. Our responsibilities in the Hunter Valley for GER are significant and timely. The ex-
tent of coal mining activities in this space is an ongoing reminder of our insatiable needs as a species, and the 
impact those activities can have on other species. With less than 20% of natural vegetation left in the Hunter 
Valley, and relentless pressure for resources by many who may never have visited the Hunter Valley, our work 
to link those fragments is vital.

The GER Hunter partnership has had another productive year, with the Stepping Stones project continuing into 
its fourth year, and the start of a new project in partnership with John Holland and Taronga Conservation Soci-
ety which will revegetate areas of the disused rail corridor between Merriwa and Sandy Hollow.

Long term staff member Gabriel Anderson moved on to a new position in the Northern Rivers after being in-
volved in the GER Hunter partnership since its inception. Jaci Tebb has taken over the Facilitator role and has 
done a fantastic job, assisting with several new funding opportunities and engaging with landholders in the 
lower hunter to continue the on-ground works as part of the Stepping stones project.
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GER Hunter Valley
The Stepping Stones project revegetated 53 ha across 13 new “stepping stones” across the Hunter region. One 
of our main focus areas was McCully’s Gap in the Upper Hunter, with over 6000 trees planted across project 
sites in the area.

A number of community engagement activites were held including radio promotions, community bird moni-
toring days and our Youth Leading the World program. To date we have now engaged with over 2000 students 
through the Stepping Stones project.

We would like to thank the GER Hunter Steering Committee members for their contribution and support over 
the year:

Leonie Winner – Conservation Volunteers Australia
Ruth Hardy - Landcare UpHunter & Scone Landcare
Gary Howling – Office of Environment & Heritage
Joe Thompson - Hunter Local Land Services
Louise Duff - Wetland Care Australia
Steve Travers – Conservation Volunteers Australia
Sharon Molloy – Office of Environment & Heritage
Melinda Hale - Singleton Council
Peter Horn – Hunter Coal Environment Group
Suzie Worth – Wanaruah LALC
John Hughson – Hunter Region Landcare Network
Paul Smith – Upper Hunter Shire Council
Tim Roberts – Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment
Trina Holmes – Muswellbrook Shire Council
Kirsten McKimmie – Upper Hunter Stepping Stones Project Facilitator
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Project Girl
Growing Independent Resilient Leaders

• Project GIRL builds confident, capable, 
connected girls. 

• Confident in themselves
• Capable of tackling the issues they face in 

their life and communities
• Connected to other girls and young women 

in their community and across Australia

Project GIRL is partnering with OzGREEN to address and reduce the 
inequity that girls experience in their life. Many girls lack the con-
fidence, motivation and support to face and tackle the issues they 
experience in their lives and create the life they want for themselves. 
This is particularly true for Indigenous girls and girls living in remote 
and rural communities but the issues being faced can be experienced 
by any girl.

Project GIRL is addressing this by building confident, capable, con-
nected girls. Girls who are confident in themselves, capable of tack-
ling the issues they face in their lives and connected to other girls and 
young women from their community and across Australia.

Project GIRL currently has 3 programs:

• G.I.R.L up - a leadership and mentoring program developing girls’ 
leadership skills, self-confidence, resilience, self-image, and moti-
vation to take action in their lives. Each girl is then provided with 
a mentor for 12 months, further building support and positive role 
models into their lives.

• Our place – a digital media program that connects girls from dif-
ferent backgrounds, regions, communities and lifestyles to share 
their stories of who they are, where they live and what their life is 
like. This program connects girls into a network of other girls and 
young women, builds a sense of community and creates connec-
tions to help break down barriers and isolation. By sharing their 
stories the girls have the opportunity to build their aspirations, 
understanding and empathy for others.

• Facilitator training – by training local facilitators and mentors 
Project GIRL works in a local setting and is adapted to meet the 
needs of each community. This builds the capacity of local wom-
en and provides them with facilitation skills and support to work 
with girls from their community, empowering across generations 
and building connection and support into the girls’ lives. Support-
ing and building the capacity of local women to deliver Project 
GIRL’s programs also ensures community ownership and ongoing 
sustainability of the program.
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Swatcha Ganga Abhiyan (Clean 
Ganges Campaign) is an initiative of 
the Sankat Mochan Foundation (SMF), a 
not for profit, secular organisation with 
a vision to see not one drop of sewage 
flowing into River Ganga at Varanasi. 

The SMF office, research laboratory and 
environmental education centre are 
located on the banks of River Ganga at 
Tulsi Ghat. 

Swatcha Ganga (Clean Ganges) Campaign

1. Monitor River Health - We monitor river water quality and provide essential information to the public about 
the health of River Ganga in Vananasi and nearby cities Kanpur and Allahabad.

2. Educate and Engage Civil Society - We educate and engage civil society about the pollution of River Ganga 
and the ways that these problems can be solved.

3. Propose Technical Solutions - We propose effective technical solutions for sewage treatment that remove 
disease causing pathogens, require minimal energy to operate and treat sewage as an essential resource, so 
that water, nutrients and energy can be recovered and re-used.

4. Advocate for Ganga - We actively advocate for the adoption of effective strategies to clean River Ganga in 
the media and by directly lobbying key decision makers and Government agencies.

5. Leadership - We speak for Ganga with scientific know-how, local relevance, cultural authority, religious 
observances and historic commitment.

Clean Ganges Campaign India
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SMF Key Actions 2014-15

• Continued monitoring of river water quality along religious bathing areas of Varanasi.
• Monitoring the health of air, water, soil, villagers and economy in the areas surrounding the proposed sewage 

treatment plants.
• Community education and engagement to facilitate informed and active participation in the Swatcha Ganga 

Campaign, including targeted programs for women and youth.
• Education of public and key stakeholders about effective sewage treatment, including public awareness 

events such as the World Water Day Human Chain joining hands along the river-front.
• Bringing people together to work for the best possible outcomes.
• Fostering local groups in the Ganges River Basin to organise and advocate for the health of their waters – 

including the launch of the new initiative on the Gomti River.

Established in 1982, the Swatcha Ganga Campaign of the Sankat Mochan Foundation (SMF) draws on the 
wisdom of an ancient culture and the world’s best engineers, promotes the use of effective state-of-the-art sewage 
treatment and engages the creative involvement of community. Over the past 30 years SMF has implemented 
a wide range of strategies including mobilising public attention about river pollution, regular monitoring of 
river water quality, environmental education and leadership programs for youth and community, village safe 
drinking water programs, removing solid waste from Ganga water along the ghats, researching and advocating 
for effective sewage treatment systems to solve the problem.

Clean Ganges Campaign India
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Swatcha Ganga Abhiyan is unique community based solution to a major problem. The combination of effective 
engineering solutions combined with culturally appropriate community participation and persistent and 
sustained work to achieve the goal of stopping the flow of sewage into religious bathing areas of Varanasi, is a 
potent model and inspiration for many other river cities in India and beyond. 

SMF Governance

The Sankat Mochan Foundation was founded in 1982 by the late Professor Veer Bhadra Mishra (1939-2013) and 
a team of colleagues. Veer Bhadra Mishra was Professor of Hydraulic Engineering at Banaras Hindu University 
(BHU) and Mahant of the Sankat Mochan Temple. Until his last breath, Mahantji took a holy dip in River Ganga 
water everyday. Following his father’s death in 2013, Professor Vishwambhar Nath Mishra became President of 
SMF and Mahant of Sankat Mochan Temple. 
Today the SMF is governed by a dedicated team of honorary directors. They are advised by some of India’s top 
engineers and scientists. They have collaborated with international Friends of the Ganges support groups in USA, 
Sweden and Australia for over 25 years.

SMF Board of Directors

• Prof VN Mishra (President)
• Sri JS Sinha (Vice-President)
• Sri UC Tiwari Advocate (Secretary)
• Prof SN Upadhyay – Founding Director
• Prof SK Mishra – Founding Director
• Dr VN Mishra (Head of Neurology, BHU)
• Sri AK Sriwastava (Engineer)

Clean Ganges Campaign India
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Corrina Grace - Founder and Executive Director

During the last financial year, SERES ran 26 multi-day sustainability leadership training programs, providing 
places to 631 youth from low-income peripheral and rural communities in Guatemala and El Salvador. 

The programs were incredibly well received by participants and the broader community, where most have very 
limited opportunities to receive this type of personal development and empowerment program. 

The programs have helped SERES continue to build and strengthen the local network of youth leaders, while 
also being a catalyst for multiple youth-driven community initiatives that are working at building healthier, more 
resilient communities. 

Seres
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Seres
News & Highlights:

• SERES announced finalist in the Equator Prize, 2015
• SERES announced one of three laureates in the UNESCO-Japan Prize for ESD, 2015
• SERES is invited to be an official partner of UNESCO’s partner network for ESD
• SERES donated 25-acres to build new Sustainability Leadership and Learning Communiversity
• Facilitators Abigail Quic and Antonio Sanchez were selected to participate in the 1st Latin American Academy 

for Socio-Environmental Leadership in the Dominican Republic.

We wish to thank and acknowledge OzGREEN for your continued partnership and support, and this work that 
we do together.

On behalf of the SERES team, gracias!
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Annual Report GREEN TL 2015
Judy Charnaud, OzGREEN Timor Leste Program Manager

As per usual I spent the Timor Wet season in Sydney as due to heavy rain very little can be accomplished 
between December and March. I spent this time chasing funds, organising activities with schools for World 
Water Day, talking to Rotary Clubs throughout Sydney whilst GREEN TL spent the time planting trees and visiting 
our villages when possible.

Bio-sand Filtration

GREEN TL continues with the clean water project with the purchase of 50 barrels for bio-sand filtration units. 
GREEN TL are putting these together and they will be delivered to several of the villages we work with. We 
visited a few of our villages – Bocosse, Maunaban, Lela Ufe to check on the bio-sand filtration units, replace 
some worn taps, and look at a well rehabilitation project. The original taps I bought in Darwin, many years ago 
have not been as successful as we hoped – they have worn out due to constant wear and tear, (a bit like me!) but 
we now have a new supplier, Rouse Hill Irrigation run by a Rotarian, and he supplies a much more durable tap. 

GREEN TL has recently provided four BSF to Boaknana and the village is waiting on a lot more - our idea being 
that we get one into every household. 

We visited Pune, the next village we want to work in, and began discussions. Luis is currently implementing a 
bronjong project (river side flood retention) on behalf of the district government on the river below their village. 

In October we had a visit from Peder Pederson of The Charitable Foundation which funded the original VEAP 
project in Bocosse some years ago. Peder was interested in seeing how sustainable the project had been and was 
quite impressed by the results, especially when told by the villagers how successful the bio sand filtration units  
are - how much cleaner their water is and how much healthier the children are.

Youth in Action GREEN Games – basically a no-go this year, not without a lot of disappointment and a lot of 
trying. Because of various mix ups with ZEESM, the new Government Administration in Oecusse, Luis and I 
decided it was better to defer the games this year but definitely plan them for March 2016. Earlier this year 
GREEN TL sent out the invitations, bought the nets, soccer and volley balls, and had 500 t-shirts printed;

      “Oecusse Ita Nia Visaun”  “Oecusse Your Vision”
      “Oecusse Ita Nia Futuru”  “Oecusse Your Future”

in preparation for the games then ZEESM people told us they would be organising a sporting competition as part 
of the 500 year celebrations. They wanted GREEN TL to assist in this as Luis is well known for his organisational 
and leadership skills. I was quite happy to encourage his involvement as I thought it important that GREEN TL 
was seen to be part of the government-run program, (not so sure about that now!) We were told their games 
would commence in June or July so we deferred the GREEN Games, then we were told August and eventually 
the ZEESM Cup was played in September so we could have had ours earlier if ZEESM had been a bit more 
organised. On top of that the volleyball courts and basketball courts are in the process of being bulldozed as a 
new sporting arena is being built on the site. As of early November this complex was not yet completed. 

Many people in Oecusse expressed their disappointment that we did not run the GREEN Games this year but I 
have promised that we will certainly have them early next year as once the 500 year celebrations are over the 

East Timor
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government will no longer be focused on Oecusse.

World Water Day, 22nd March. 

A very big thank you to all schools involved in the Oecusse project!
I organised the usual fundraising activities with schools in Sydney’s North – Balgowlah Heights, Manly Vale, 
Beaumont Road, Harbord Public Schools, Killara High, Manly Selective  and Kinma were involved.  I gave 
presentations at each of the schools and the students then organised their fund raising activities – mufti-day, 
barbecue, visiting local shopping centres, gold coin donation in a model well and  and such like. Over $6500 
was collected all of which will go towards the bio sand filtration units.

Sustainable Environmental Management Plan, (SEMP) 

I facilitated a SEMP with Balgowlah Heights Public School which involved organising students to carry out water, 
electricity, drains, garbage, bio diversity and resources audits. This was followed up with discussions between 
students, staff and parents as to how the school could improve its sustainability practices. The school was very 
pleased with the outcome and has already begun to act on the recommendations made. I have had interest from 
several other schools to facilitate a SEMP as these plans are now compulsory in all schools.

Rotary - Thank you to the amazing organisation which is Rotary!
I am a member of the e-club of Greater Sydney an on-line rotary club specifically for people such as myself who 
can not attend regular meetings. The Sustainable Village Project is accepted as a Rotary Australia World Charity, 
(RAWCS) project which means tax deductible donations can be made through Rotary and clubs throughout 
Australia can read about the project on the RAWCS website. I have made several new contacts this way from 
clubs in other states.

GREEN TL currently has a Global Grant with Brookvale and Dili Rotary Clubs, I have just completed the 6 month 
financial report and the project will be  finishing early next year. The grant is for a village project, clean water 
and tree planting. Epping Rotary is raising funds for another Sustainable Village Project, probably the village of 
Pune. We have had preliminary discussions with the village but with the all-encompassing activities of ZEESM 
in Oecusse  this year we will begin the VEAP 2016. 

Manly Friends of Oecusse and Manly Council have donated $12,000 to the GREEN TL project this financial year 
- $6000 for the Games, $1000 for car maintenance and $5000 for clean water. 

Success with the Work Visa 
After 12 months of trying Luis and I finally got all the necessary paperwork together – 23 letters in all – and 
handed them to the Department of Labour and Solidarity. My work permit and visa arrived in September so I can 
now come and go via the border as often as I want. At least travel is easier if nothing else!

East Timor
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OzGREEN Board

Sue Lennox

Co-Founder of Oz GREEN and 
CEO, To Sue, OzGREEN is not a 
job – it is her strategic response 
to her deep concern for the 
environment and her vision to 
build a more sustainable, peaceful 

and equitable world. Sue, along with her husband 
Colin, has been the driving force behind OzGREEN 
since it’s inception. She has 30 years experience 
in environmental education program innovation, 
development, management and implementation in 
urban, regional, remote and Indigenous communities 
in Australia, India, Papua New Guinea, East Timor and 
Pakistan.

Chairman
Andrew Graham

Andrew has recently joined NSW 
Roads and Maritime Services 
as Manager of Audit and Risk 
Management. His former role was 

Deputy Director of NSW Fire Dept. Andrew was 
a student at Freshwater High School and actively 
involved in the work that led Sue & Col to establish 
OzGREEN. He was guest speaker at our AGM / 20th 
birthday last year

Michelle Walker

Michelle has been involved with 
OzGREEN since 2007, when she 
attended a Youth LEAD camp in 
Alice Springs and was moved by 
the young peoples’ stories and the 
power of real listening. On behalf of 

OzGREEN, Michelle volunteered for the Clean Ganges 
Campaign in Varanasi, India, assisting to run the 2010 
YLTW Varanasi congress and One Planet Week activities 
to reduce the eco-footprint of some Varanasi youth. She 
continues to support youth involved in the Clean Ganges 
Campaign and assists with OzGREEN online facilitator 
training over the web from her home in the Kimberleys, 
WA. With a degree in environmental science, she has 
worked in water conservation and water planning, 
and was a proud recipient of the NT Young Achiever 
ConocoPhillips Environment Award in 2007.

Michelle is passionate about the way OzGREEN 
programs connect people across the country and across 
the world, both face-to-face and using technology. As a 
board member, she is keen to help support the network 
of OzGREEN facilitators to achieve their sustainability 
goals.

Jaden Harris

Jaden Harris is the co-founder 
and coordinator of the Sydney 
Youth Climate Action Network. 
SYCAN was founded in 2009 
at an Oz Green’s Youth Leading 
Australia congress. We started 
with about 30 members and 

most of us were in year 8 and 9. Our first year was 
filled with successes including Green Mob, where we 
all dressed in Green and wore Green body paint then 
flash mobbed in Manly Corso to ask people “what 
size are you?” and measure their eco footprints. We 
also helped organise Greenfeat, an environmentally 
themed Youth Week event with Manly and Warringah 
Councils. We gained heaps of new members and had 
dozens of successful street stalls. We then decided to 
start to build the network and create Branches around 
Sydney. First we had Northern Beaches and Inner West 
groups. Today, almost 2 years later we have branches 
in the North Shore, Northern Beaches, Inner West and 
Sutherland Shire. We now have over 650 members and 
are continuing to create new branches across Sydney. 
Jaden was winner of NSW-ACT Young Achiever of the 
Year in 2015
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Treasurer 
Colin Lennox

Colin is a Co-Founder of Oz 
GREEN, Convenor of the Oz 
GREEN Management Committee, 
Member of the Board of the Oz 
GREEN Fund for the Rivers Public 

Gift Fund and Executive Director. 

Colin has a particular interest in the way the 
environment (particularly water) impacts on 
development in the majority world.  His work with Oz 
GREEN has convinced him that there is a desperate 
need to work towards an equitable distribution of 
resources amongst all peoples of the world.



Jody Hammond

Jody has had more than 25 
years experience in journalism, 
marketing, public relations and 
events management.  She recently 
sold her award-winning public 
relations business, Write Away 

Communication + Events, allowing her to spend more 
time on projects which accord with her personal 
values to promote sustainability and environmental 
awareness.  In the past, Jody has held many positions 
in community groups using her expertise in PR and 
marketing as well as business development and 
education to help fulfil their goals.

Why OzGreen? I’ve always had a personal interest in 
sustainable practices, a genuine love of our land and 
a desire to help others.  I am particularly passionate 
about ensuring our youths are well-educated, 
informed and develop great self-esteem.   I have been 
observing some of the work OzGreen has done over 
the past couple of years and with those small insights 
have been attracted to its core principles, values and 
work the organisation undertakes.   I am hoping that 
my skills and experience will be of benefit to the 
organisation whether it be media training, networking 
or general management.

Fund for the Rivers Board

Treasurer
Stewart Smith
(BSc. Hons, M. Env. Law) 

Member of the Board of Directors of the Oz GREEN 
Fund for the Rivers Public Gift Fund. Stewart is 
an   Environmental Research Officer with the NSW 
Parliament. “When visiting India and Nepal in 1989, 
I was really touched by the spirituality of the Ganges 
River. It crystalised for me the need for environmental 
education to play an important part in people’s lives. I 
support OzGREEN because it is an incredible force in 
environmental education.

Chairman
Colin Lennox 
(BSc,  Dip Ed) 

Co-Founder of Oz GREEN, Convenor of the Oz GREEN 
Management Committee, Member of the Board of the 
Oz GREEN Fund for the Rivers Public Gift Fund and  
Executive Director. 

Colin has a particular interest in the way the environment 
(particularly water) impacts on development in the 
majority world. His work with Oz GREEN has convinced 
him that there is a desperate need to work towards an 
equitable distribution of resources amongst all peoples 
of the world.

Hon Richard Jones

Richard was a member of the 
New South Wales Legislative 
Council 1988-2003. He was 
the first convenor of Friends 
of the Earth Australia and 
assisted in the founding of 
Greenpeace in Australia. 

During his time in parliament, he voiced concern 
about environmental issues, including destruction of 
sand dunes at Myall Lakes. 

Beyond his dedication to green politics and animal 
rights issues, he is also a vigorous proponent of 
alternative medicine. 
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Geoffrey Smith 
(MSc) 

Board Member OzGREEN Fund for the Rivers. Geoffrey 
is a Founding member of OzGREEN.  Former  State 
Waterwatch  Coordinator, he is currently Natural Systems 
Program Leader with Blue Mountains City Council. 
Geoffrey’s vision is for people to experience the sacred 
nature of all waterways as living systems essential to all 
life. Geoffrey has been active in promoting sustainable 
alternatives to address the Millenium Development 
Goals for Freshwater and sanitation at the World Summit 
on Sustainable Development in J’burg and the World 
Water Forum in Kyoto.

OzGREEN Board



OzGREEN Staff & Awards
Green Globe Awards Finalist 2014

Banksia Award Education Category Finalist 2008

Eureka Prize
National Museum of Australia Department of 
Environment and Climate Change Alan Strom  Award for 
Environmental Sustainability Education, 2007.

Vodafone Australia Foundation World of Difference 
Awarded to Ben Taylor to work with OzGREEN in 2004

Social Ventures Australia BIGBOOST! Winners 2003
for Youth LEAD

Stormwater Industry Association
Finalist in Award of Excellence for Environmental Education 
for Upper Parramatta River Catchment Education Kit 2003

Rivercare 2000 Award of Excellence 2000
for kids, companies and creeks Stormwater Action Projects

Environmental Educators of the Year  - 1998 
Association for Environmental Education (NSW) 

NSW Government RiverCare 2000 Awards
Finalist in Diamond Award 1997, 1998, 2000  
Oz GREEN co- founder Sue Lennox, for outstanding 
contributions  to achieving health in NSW rivers. 

RiverCare 2000 Gold Award 1995 
kids, companies and creeks Project

RiverCare 2000 Silver Award 1998 
Dee Why WetlandCARE 

RiverCare 2000 Accreditation  
• “kids, companies and creeks” (1995), 
• Our Place (1997), 
• Dee Why WetlandCARE (1997), 
• Stormwater Action Project (1998).

Banksia Environmental Awards 
Sue & Col Lennox winners of the Water Category 1996

Banksia Environmental Awards
Finalists in the Education & Training Category 1996

Metro Pride Award - Keep Australia Beautiful Council:
Highly commended for the kids, companies and creeks 
Project 1996

United Nations Association Media Peace Awards 
Special Citation  for Swatcha Ganga (Clean the Ganges)  
video, 1994. 

United Nations Association Media Peace Awards
Winner  of major  award “Fresh Water” video, 1991.

Keep Australia Beautiful Council - Landcom Sustainable 
Communities Award 
“Living Waters -Living Communities” 2001 

Sue Lennox    Co-Chief Executive Officer, Co-founder (B Sc Dip Ed)
Colin Lennox     Executive Director, Co-founder (B Sc Dip Ed)
Judy Charnaud    East Timor Program Manager (B Sc Dip Ed FGAA) 
Lena Hammond   Youth Leading the World Program Coordinator
Jay Smith   Youth Leading the World Program Coordinator
Jennie Fenton   Youth Leading the World Program Coordinator
Jaci Tebb   Programs Coordinator Hunter Valley (B App Sc Hon)
Rowan Lennox    General Manager
Denise Aitken   Admin Assistant
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Partners & Sponsors
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